Confidential

Legacy Gift Confirmation Form
We are so honoured that you have chosen to leave a legacy to Vancouver Co-op Radio
through the Community Radio Legacy Fund (CRES). By becoming a part of our legacy
program, you will be adding your name to a small, but incredibly committed, group of
donors who have decided to make a lasting impact for generations to come.
While completely optional, filling out this form will allow us to learn more about your
intent to make this gift and ensure your wishes are honoured in the future.
Contact Information
Dr.

Mr.

Mrs.

Ms.

Miss

Name:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
Your Legacy Gift
Please share any details about the gift you intend to give Vancouver Co-op Radio as part of
your legacy.


I/We made a Bequest in my/our Will(s) in the amount of $
residual Bequest of
% of the remainder.



I/We made CRES the beneficiary of a Life Insurance policy valued at $



I/We made CRES the beneficiary of a RRSP/RRIF valued at
$
.



I/We made a Bequest in my/our Will(s) of property valued at $
o The property I wish to donate is:



I/We have left a legacy gift, but prefer not to share the details at this time.

or a
.

.

Gift Recognition


I/We give CRES permission to acknowledge our gift and use it as an example to
inspire others by listing my/our name(s) in their Annual Report in the following
way:



I’d be willing to share why I chose to leave a legacy on CRES and Co-op Radio’s
website or in an upcoming newsletter.



I/We prefer our legacy to be kept anonymous.

Feedback
If you can, please share with us what motivated you to leave a legacy to Vancouver Co-op
Radio. Is there any feedback you might like to pass along to us?

Contact Information
Please send your form to the below:
Bryan McKinnon
Executive Director
370 Columbia Street
Vancouver, BC V6A 4J1
Direct: 604-684-8494 x 226
E-mail: ed@coopradio.org
CRES charitable registration number: 11887 1086 RR0001
Thank you for protecting the future of community based radio
*This document is meant to share the philanthropic intent to support Vancouver Co-op Radio
(CRES) and is not legally binding.

